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ABSTRACT: 
 
Stray currents increase and in some cases coatings improvement lead to more 
difficulties in evaluating Eon measurements than in the past, due to higher IR 
components presence, thus needing the usage of coupons for better analysis. 
 
The possibility given by new remote monitoring devices of obtaining a continuous 
monitor of instant-off potential and coupon polarization current, with a measure 
every second, creates the opportunity of building a big database of info that can 
allow further evaluations. 
 
This work is focused on evaluating all these data, stored since 2010, particularly in 
stray currents presence conditions, to analyze the evolution of On potential, Instant-
Off potential and coupon polarization current at the same time. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Technology development allowed in the last years a very strong improvement in 
remote monitoring techniques. he optimizations of power consumption gave the 
opportunity to push the performance over and over also on battery powered devices, 
starting from higher sampling frequencies (the possibility of performing and storing 
measurement every second that gave the opportunity to full know and understand 
the cathodic protection evolution along all the pipelines, provided in many cases very 
different information with respect to measures carried out manually) up to 
communication and software tools improvement (possibility to receive daily all the 
measurement automatically taken from the field and analyze them with powerful 
tools to help cathodic protection technician manage all these data). 
 
Particularly it brought significant information in all those conditions with presence of 
stray currents, where the potential measured could vary significantly during the day 
and from one day to another, and just a manual measurement could not catch the 
real situation. 
 
Moreover it comes out that just performing On potential measurement in many cases 
could give false information with respect to the real potential at just pipe-electrolyte 
interface, or it could be very difficult to understand it from the On potential. 
 
In these cases a measurement performed during switching On and Off the rectifiers 
could help more, but always taking into account all the limitations that this technique 
has, due to the fact that is a type of measurement that can be performed 
occasionally and that still contains errors due to the IR components generated by 
stray currents.  
 
A better way to obtain correct information has been found in using coupon to reduce 
all the existing currents effects in the potential measurement, thus trying to bring to 
zero the IR component. 
 
Coupons technique obviously has, as the other techniques, its own limits, since we 
are going to perform a measurement on a simulation of a defect, and some 
considerations must be done regarding their choice and installation condition. 
Anyway, thanks to the last technology development mentioned above, together with 
remote monitoring, gives the opportunity to perform a better monitor on the whole 
pipeline network, making at the same time easier and more effective the analysis 
performed, and bringing it to a very higher level, with significant improvement in 
terms of resources and efforts. 
 
Also remote monitoring by means of coupon improves itself during the last years, we 
will show in the following a brief description on how the technique works and how it 
evolved from its beginning. 
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CONTINUOUS REMOTE MONITORING ON COUPONS 
 
To manage correctly the coupons, the remote monitoring devices need to be 
equipped with an integrated interrupter, to control the connection between coupon 
and pipe. The best choice is a solid state interrupter which allows fast operational 
timings and avoid any bouncing that could affect the measurements, as well as the 
flowing of the polarization current without introducing any further resistance than the 
shunt one, used to perform its measurement. 
 
 
Technology: coupon connection 
 
In Fig.1 is represented the connection scheme between coupon and pipe, and the 
connection to measuring devices: 

 
 

Fig.1: remote monitoring device connection scheme in presence of coupons 

 
It is up to the device, according to the chosen configuration, to manage the 
switching temporization.  
 
By means of high accuracy shunt, also the polarization current flowing through the 
coupon to the pipe is measured, to let analyze and detect too low polarization 
currents or eventually anodic ones. 
The usage of 10cm2 coupon allows to can perform also a direct conversion from the 
milliamperes measured to a current density expressed in Ampere per square meter. 
 
It is important to underline how the presence of coupon usually already creates a 
significant change in the On potential measurements. Particularly in condition with 
very efficient coating and where defects are far enough from the reference electrode, 
connecting the coupon to the pipe already introduces a significant reduction of IR 
components (Fig.2). 
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Fig.2: signals evolution managing coupon to pipe connection 

 
 
Technology: history of measurement technique in Automa’s device 
 
Coupon management has been introduced in Automa’s devices starting from year 
2009 and was fully operative since 2010, giving the possibility of choosing the on-off 
duty cycle on a “second” time base (e.g.: Time On=27s Time Off= 3s, like shown in 
Fig.2) . 
 
Starting from 2014 has been studied and implemented the possibility to reduce the 
time base on a “millisecond” step, and so allowing to can manage the On-Off duty 
cycle directly within every second by choosing the following parameters (Fig.3): 

 time to wait (ms) after the opening of the interrupter, to avoid transients 
 duration of the measurement (ms) 

 time over which the switch is kept open (few ms to keep polarization of the 
coupon) 

 
Fig.3: timing parameters in continuous Eoff monitoring 
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This configuration allows performing Eon, Eoff and polarization current measurement 
at the same time obtaining so much more information: 
 

 
Fig.4: example of data obtained from continuous monitoring 

 
Technology: reference electrode and coupon 
 
The reference electrode and coupon relative positions and their installation have a 
great influence on the off potential measurement, since these two aspects determine 
how much IR still remains in the Eoff measurement. 
 
We will describe briefly the different coupons used in the field by the customers 
taken into account for this work, to understand better also the results shown in this 
paper (all the reference electrodes are Cu-CuSO4, all the coupons have a 10cm2 
exposed surface): 
 

 Annular coupon integrated and surrounding the active part of the electrode 
(coupon distance 1-2 cm): these electrodes are able to almost fully reduce  
the IR components in the measurement thanks to: 

o the very short distance between coupon and electrode, 
o the possibility to filter also all those currents passing between coupon 

and electrode but not entering the coupon. 
 

 Rectangular coupon fixed with a mechanical support near the active part of 
the electrode (coupon distance about 5 cm): these electrodes are able to 
strongly reduce the IR components in the measurement thanks to: 

o the very short distance between coupon and electrode, 
o they can be affected by all those currents passing between coupon and 

electrode but not entering the coupon. 
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 Rectangular coupon integrated or fixed with a mechanical support in the 
upper part of the electrode (coupon distance bigger than 20cm): these 
electrodes are able to partially reduce the IR components in the measurement 
thanks to: 

o the short distance between coupon and electrode 
o they can be affected by all those currents passing between coupon and 

electrode but not entering the coupon 
 
Further differences can be introduced during the installation, for example the choice 
to use or not bentonite to further reduce the remaining IR, and that in some case is 
specifically recommended by the reference electrode producers to activate it or for 
better performance. 
  
 
TEST CONDITIONS 
 
Now, after many years of performing this kind of measurement, there is the 
possibility to have a big historical database from where starting to take information 
and trying to comment about the relevance of comparing among them On potential, 
Off potential on coupon and polarization current. 
 
Data have been chosen from four main customers who started working with Off 
measurement on coupon since 2010. Hundreds of 24h measurements have been 
analyzed to choose the ones who present more interfered conditions, with possibility 
to present many polarization changes in the current flowing through the coupon and 
so focus on what happens particularly in conditions where such current in near to 
zero, or anyway during a cathodic to anodic (and vice versa) transition. 
 
Effectively, the quantity of data was really huge, so in order to first focus on which 
could be the most relevant information to extract from these data, in this work we 
have limited to analyze 300 24h measurements from different installations obtaining 
more than 110.000 transitions (Eon, Eoff, mI.p values at the same second, Fig.5). 
 

 
Fig.5: example of data set used for analysis  
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This leaves the door open to a further work to focus investigations and analysis on 
the most relevant aspects. 
 
The On-Off configurations of the devices installed in the measuring point described 
were: 
 

 27 seconds ON and 3 seconds OFF in case of instant off measurement 
performed on a larger period (Fig.2) 

o in this case only Eon and mI.p have been taken into account 
 

 1 ms Waiting Time, 20ms Measurement Period in case of instant off 
measurement performed every second (Fig.3) 

o in this case Eon, Eoff and mI.p have been taken into account 
 

 Positive mI.p is cathodic polarization current and negative mI.p is anodic. 
 
The results will be presented both by customers and by kind of reference electrode 
used (mainly each customer uses always the same kind of reference electrode on all 
his installations).  
 
Here the configurations/conditions for each customer of which data have been 
analyzed: 
 

 customer 1 (C1): Off every 1s, annular coupon 

 customer 2 (C2): Off every 1s, rectangular coupon in the lower part of the 
electrode 

 customer 3 (C3): 27 seconds On/ 3 seconds Off, rectangular coupon in the 
lower part of the electrode 

 customer 4 (C4): Off every 1s, rectangular coupon in the upper part of the 
electrode 
 

MEASUREMENTS AND COMMENTS 
 
Case 1: polarization current inversion 
All the polarization current inversions in the considered measurements have been 
taken into account (both cathodic to anodic and vice versa), considering all the sets 
of Eon, Eoff, mI.p with the lower polarization current in absolute value (Fig.5). 
 
The first possible consideration is about Eon and Eoff difference: according to the 
theory, the two values should be mostly identical since we are in a condition 
(polarization current very close to 0) where the IR component should be null.  
 
In Fig.6 are represented in their Gaussian curves, the distribution of the difference 
absolute value between Eon and Eoff (|Eon-Eoff|) for each one of the 4 customers, 
confirming the theory. 
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 Fig.6: Gaussian distribution curve of |Eon-Eoff| in polarization current inversion 

 
It is also very interesting to analyze the On potential values related to polarization 
current transitions, separated by customer: it corresponds to the general criteria 
chosen by each one of them with respect to the desired protection potential in their 
pipeline networks (Fig.7). 
 

 
Fig.7: Gaussian distribution curve of Eon in polarization current inversion 

 
 
In Fig.8 is represented the difference between On and Off potential values with 
respect to mI.p polarization current divided by customer. 
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Fig.8: Eon vs mI.p and Eoff vs mI.p graph for each customer 

 
It comes out how generally, On and Off values are more or less the same in case of 
transition, but with some difference mainly due to the reference electrode and 
coupon used (Fig.9): 
 

 The usage of annular coupon for customer 1, leads to show the most 
significant difference with respect to the others, particularly for more negative 
values, possibly due to the capacity of filtering all those currents passing 
between coupon and electrode but not entering the coupon  
 

 For customer 2 and customer 3, On and Off potentials are practically the 
same, also on more negative values (both customers use rectangular coupon 
fixed with a mechanical support near the active part of the electrode), due to 
the still remaining IR component in the measurement 
 

 For customer 4 it would seem to have some differences between On and Off 
potential like Customer 1, but in this case it is a “false difference” mainly due 
to inhomogeneous installation of reference electrode and coupon (on the top 
of the reference electrode: the biggest distance lead to make the measured 
values strongly dependent from the installations conditions).  

C1 C2 

C3 C4 
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Fig.9: Eon and Eoff comparison vs mI.p graph for each customer 

 
Case 2: Differences between Eon and Eoff based analysis 
The possibility of measuring at the same time On potential, Off potential and 
polarization current and comparing them, allows further analysis to better 
understand the real state of cathodic protection and the surrounding condition in any 
measuring point. 

 
Fig.10: Eon and Eoff 24h measurement in presence of railway’s stray current effects 
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The first possibility is to better evaluate the stray current presence and real effects 
on the pipe: it is possible for example to distinguish between just the effect of 
cathodic protection current and the additional effects from stray currents. 
 
In the example shown (Fig.10) the difference between presence of railway activity or 
not is evident, as just as the different effects on On and Off potentials, with the 
latest one giving a better information on the cathodic protection by filtering the IR 
components.   
 
In order to use remote monitoring to have a general assessment of the cathodic 
protection state of the pipeline network, the most important information to highlight 
possible corrosion risk (both for ineffective protection and overprotection) is the 
number of seconds out of alarm thresholds sent in the daily report from each 
remotely monitored measuring point (Fig.11). 
 

 
 Fig.11: Daily reports alarms with highlighted the number of seconds out of protection during the 24h 

 
For example in Italy is supposed to have no significant increase in corrosion rate if 
the number of seconds out of protection is lower than 3600 seconds in a day. 
 
Obviously it comes out how very different actions could be taken just by judging on 
Eon potential alarms with respect to Eoff potential (unnecessary increase in 
protection current with the risk of moving to overprotection, expensive corrective 
activities performed in sites with no real necessity,…). 
 
It became also more evident by analyzing the second by second graphs of On and 
Off potential and polarization current (Fig.12): 
 

 Starting condition (daily average values): Eon=-3,6 Vcse and Eoff=-1,3 Vcse 
 External interference coming with a peak in the anodic current density of 4,28 

A/m2 

 On potential moving up to positive values (Max of +0,650 Vcse) 
 Off potential not suffering the external interference (Max of -1,104 Vcse) 
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Fig.12: Effects of an anodic interference on ON and Off potentials and polarization current 

 
In this case an Eon based analysis would lead to a possible increase of cathodic 
protection current to reduce these anodic peaks in an already strong condition of 
overprotection, while the Eoff based analysis shows that there is still possibility to 
reduce cathodic protection current. 
 
Case 3: Differences between Eon and Eoff according to used coupon 
As previously commented, the coupon choice and installation can influence 
significantly the obtained measures. 
Now it will be shown how they influence the On and Off measurement, by showing 
the differences between On and Off potential in correspondence of the same 
polarization current values by analyzing the data of some 24h measurement. 
In the examples in Fig.13 are shown in the graphs the On and Off values in two 24h 
measurement from Customer 1, using annular coupons 
 

 
Fig.13: On and Off potential values related to polarization current in two different installations of C1 

 
It is confirmed how in correspondence of polarization current values around zero, On 
and Off potentials are mostly the same and the two curves overlap. 
The big difference can be noticed for higher polarization current values: the On 
potential curves keep their linear trend, due to the direct proportionality of IR 
component, while Off potentials show an asymptotic trend due to their logarithmic 
relationship with current value. 
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Annular coupon practically guarantee the best IR filtering, eliminating any IR 
component in Off potential measurement, as can be seen also in Fig.14 where On 
and Off potentials are directly related. 
 

 
Fig.14: On potential vs Off potential graph of a 24h measurement 

 
In the examples in Fig.15 are shown in the graphs the On and Off values in two 24h 
measurements from Customer 2 and in Fig.16 one from Customer 3, using 
rectangular coupons in the lower part of the electrode. 
 

 
Fig.15: On and Off potential values related to polarization current in two different installations of C2 

 

 
Fig.16: On and Off potential values related to polarization current in an installation of C3 
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It is confirmed in this case too how at polarization current values around zero, On 
and Off potentials are mostly the same and the two curves overlap. 
As before, a significant difference can be noticed for higher polarization current 
values: the On potential curves keep their linear trend, due to the direct 
proportionality of IR component, while Off potentials show an asymptotic trend due 
to their logarithmic relationship with current value.  
In absence of significant stray current passing without entering the pipe, the results 
obtained are very similar to the annular coupons. 
 
In the examples in Fig.17 are shown in the graphs the On and Off values in a 24h 
measurement from Customer 4, using rectangular coupons in the upper part of the 
electrode. 
It is confirmed in this case too how at polarization current values around zero, On 
and Off potentials are mostly the same and the two curves overlap. 
 

 
Fig.17: On and Off potential values related to polarization current in an installation of C4 

 
 

 
Fig.18: On potential vs Off potential graph of a 24h measurement 
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At higher polarization current values, can still be detected an IR presence in the Off 
measurement: as shown in Fig.18  Off potential in this case still maintains  a linear 
relationship with respect to On potential, confirming how the biggest distance 
between reference electrode and coupon lead to only a partial filtering of the IR 
components. 
 
A further example is given in Fig.19, where the Off potential shows a parallel 
evolution with respect to On potential and too negative values due to remaining IR.  
 

 
Fig.19: Effects of still remaining IR components on Off potential due to coupon choice 

 
 
Case 4: Some consideration on PH evolution 
 
Starting from the evolution of On and Off potential, it is also possible to have an idea 
on the kind of protection that has been achieved: if it is a protection achieved by 
passivity (increasing PH at metal surface) or a protection achieved by immunity (so 
without increasing PH at metal surface). 
 

 
Fig.20: Off potential in presence of protection achieved by passivity (increased PH) 

 
In Fig.20 is shown the evolution of an Off potential very stable and with very little 
variations with respect to On potential: in this case can be assumed that an 
increased PH has allowed the formation of a passive film on the metal surface and 
that protection has been achieved by passivity. 
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Fig.21: Off potential in presence of protection achieved by immunity (not increased PH) 

 
In Fig.21 is shown the evolution of an Off potential that changes significantly with 
respect to On potential variations: in this case can be assumed that no increase in 
PH has been reached on the metal surface and that protection has been achieved by 
immunity. 
 
It is very important to underline two aspects: 

 to can perform this kind of analysis the use of a coupon that allows to filter all 
IR is necessary, 

 the analysis is performed over a coupon, and not on the pipe: to be consistent 
is absolutely necessary the coupon to be installed in the same bedding 
condition of the pipe, otherwise no significant consideration can be done on 
pipe condition. For this reason, coupon installed with bentonite, cannot be 
taken into account to try to understand PH condition on the pipe. 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Continuous monitoring of Eoff values helps people involved in cathodic protection 
analysis to better evaluate the protection of the pipeline, if correctly implemented. 
 
The choice of the coupon to use and its installation are fundamental to obtain 
information as close as possible to real pipe condition, as well as remote monitoring 
devices with very well designed circuit are essential to manage coupon to pipe 
connection and very high measurement accuracy and precision. 
 
The possibility of comparing On and Off potential and polarization current, can lead 
to perform very significant analysis, such as stray current evaluation, cathodic 
protection effectiveness and even some consideration on PH evolution. 
 
In this way, resources and efforts can be focused on the real needs. Possible 
corrosion threats can be easier identified and investigated.   
 
 


